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For over 18 years, our team has consistently
focused on customer satisfaction through
technical excellence, the pursuit of top-notch
engineer-divers, and an awareness of and
response to our client’s needs. From our modest
beginnings as a couple of marine engineers
from northern New England with a passion for
diving, our team has grown to meet the diverse
needs of our clients around the world, while
maintaining our exemplary performance record.
We are currently providing specialized marine
engineering services on both the Atlantic and
Pacific coasts in the US; the East China Sea and
Tokyo Bay in Japan; and at the top of the world
in Thule, Greenland. AMEI’s expertise is getting
it done on a daily basis for our valued marine
clients.
As our firm continues to mature and grow, it will
do so with the same consistent commitment to strive for perfection and settle for excellence
– a commitment we have maintained in all our
engineering work and dive safety programs.
We look forward to tackling new opportunities,
proudly servicing our valuable marine clients
and continuing to set the marine engineering
industry standards for excellence.

[featured story]

Boothbay Boathouse

Keeping a Watchful Eye – AMEI and the
USCG at Boothbay Harbor, Maine

For the past eight years, AMEI and U.S.
Coast Guard (USCG) personnel at the
Boothbay Harbor Station in Boothbay Harbor,
Maine, have been monitoring deterioration
and movement of the boathouse. At nearly
40 years old and built on timber cribs, the
boathouse is succumbing to its harsh environment. Among other factors, differential
settlement and marine borers have contributed to a non-uniform, horizontal movement
of the boathouse and spreading of the boathouse frame. Following last year’s inspection,
operational restrictions were recommended until replacement could be completed.
The USCG’s Civil Engineering Unit in Providence, Rhode Island has tasked AMEI with the
design of the replacement structure. The design must accommodate shallow bedrock and
will update the timber crib technology with a contemporary marine pile bent substructure.
The new boathouse will house two of the USCG’s 47-ft Motor Lifeboats with a 21-ft Rigid
Inflatable Boat and a 28-ft Coast Guard Auxiliary boat moored outside. The concept
development stage of this project is complemented by AMEI’s significant experience
inspecting boathouse facilities for the USCG on both the east and west coasts. Completion
of design is scheduled for this fall.

Sincerely,

Robert M. Snover, P.E., President
Appledore Marine Engineering, Inc.

15 Rye Street, Suite 305 | Pease International Tradeport | Portsmouth, NH 03801
tel: 603.433.8818 | fax: 603.433.8988 | www.appledoremarine.com
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AMEI and the United States Coast Guard

Japan Facilities
Assessment
AMEI in the Far East - U.S. Navy Waterfront Facility Inspections
in Japan
In April and May, AMEI performed waterfront facility assessments
for the U.S. Navy fuel defense facilities at naval bases in Yokosuka,
Sasebo and Atsugi, Japan. Acquired by the Navy shortly after WW II
and activated with the onset of the Korean War, all are located within
the southern half of Japan, but still 700 miles apart. In all, AMEI
inspected 17 structures including seawalls, quaywalls, bulkheads,
and wharves.
Our team of engineer divers mobilized with a full complement of
commercial dive equipment; ready to cover the vast area under
a short inspection schedule. Since the inspection involved three
different naval bases 700 miles apart, scheduling fieldwork with
each facility prior to mobilizing was critical and ensured the team’s
valuable time was spent inspecting facilities and not on logistics.
In addition, Navy personnel provided welcome assistance with
equipment and local information to make our trip both productive
and enjoyable.
During the inspection, interesting differences between East and
West construction practices became evident. Kenchi block seawalls
are common in Japan. Providing significant interlocking strength,
the diagonal stonework construction with 8-in. square blocks
prevents lateral shifts between courses. Also, the block’s small
size accommodates efficient installation by one worker. At each
site, observations were discussed at an exit brief with the facility’s
personnel and later incorporated into a final facility inspection and
assessment report.
This exciting assignment brought many rewards and rich cultural
experiences. The crew visited Kamakura, home to the Diabutsu
Amitabha Buddha (the world’s largest Buddha statue) and completed
the trip with dinner at an authentic Japanese steakhouse.

AMEI on Top of the World
AMEI recently joined forces with the Naval Facilities Engineering
Service Command and mobilized a team of engineer divers to assess
the Thule Air Force Base waterfront facility in Thule, Greenland –
750 miles north of the Arctic Circle, the world’s northernmost, deep
sea waterport. With Thule summers only slightly warmer than New
England winters, our cold-water experience was well suited for this
June inspection. Even though it was summer, ice flows prevented
us from launching a zodiac to support our operations. After Danish
locals helped locate a crane to put the boat in the water, we began
inspecting the 1000-ft long pier (constructed of four 250 ft x 50
ft steel barges). The inspection entailed topside, underwater, and
interior assessments of each barge and required confined space
entry. Although the cold environment has slowed corrosion, it has
exacerbated the brittle behavior of the particular steel, requiring
additional repairs. Our exit brief provided vital information to
continue safe operation of the pier through this year’s shipping
season (end of September). We are happy to be under contract to
provide continued engineering services for follow-up inspections,
repair design and contract documents.

Since the inspection involved three
different naval bases 700 miles apart,
scheduling field work with each facility
prior to mobilizing was critical.
Increasing Our Specifications Expertise
Complete and concise drawings and technical specifications are vital to
the success of any project. To further our expertise with specifications
and the Specifications-Kept-Intact (SpecsIntact) program, AMEI held an
intensive two-day, in-house seminar with training and consulting expert
Alice Butler of Alice Butler Consulting.
Developed by NASA in 1965 to construct the space shuttle, SpecsIntact
is a complete automated program that provides quality assurance
regarding technical references and submittal requirements included in
the complete set of project specifications. The program is now used by
other government agencies and is updated quarterly with input from the
Interagency Configuration Control and Coordinating Board. AMEI has used
the program since 1991 and we are excited to continue to provide the best
possible specification packages to all of our clients with SpecsIntact.
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AMEI proudly continues its nine-year relationship with the
USCG. During this time, we assisted the USCG in developing
marine facility inspection programs and have worked at 150
USCG facilities completing inspections, load ratings, and
designs. This year, we continued our inspection services on
both the east and west coasts at facilities in Massachusetts,
Rhode Island, California, and Oregon and provided design
services for their San Francisco, CA and Boothbay Harbor,
ME facilities.

[technically speaking]
The Role of Professional Engineer Divers

An engineering professional that understands structures and
the underwater environment is essential to the design and
inspection of marine facilities. As one of just a few specialized
firms in the United States, AMEI ensures that its divers are
either a Professional Engineer diver (PE diver) or an EngineerIn-Training working to become a PE diver.

[safety & training]
Engineer Diver
Specialized Training & Insurances for Waterfront Inspections
The American Society of Civil Engineers Standard Practice Manual No. 101
Underwater Investigations recommends that a licensed professional engineer,
who is also a qualified diver, lead underwater inspection teams. Although an
engineer may be well trained for structural inspections, additional specialized
commercial dive training is necessary to ensure a high level of safety in
the underwater environment. In the United States, all commercial diving
operations for inspections must comply with the U.S. Department of Labor’s
Occupational Safety and Health Administration regulations. In addition, all
waterfront work requires specific insurance polices with supplement riders for
underwater inspections including Maritime Employer’s Liability (the Jones Act)
and U.S. Longshoreman and Harbor Workers Compensation Act. Recognizing
the critical importance of these recommendations and requirements, AMEI
protects its employees and clients by employing qualified professional
engineer-divers, requiring and providing proper training, and carrying the
appropriate insurance policies.

Commercial diver
certification
requires a
minimum of 100
field days and 625
hours of training.

In marine and waterfront development, the PE diver must
be certified in commercial diving operations and safe diving
practices in accordance with OSHA regulations and must
understand structural systems and their performance in
the marine environment. Through our in-house training and
commitment to continuing education, AMEI accomplishes both
with outstanding success.
For safe diving, AMEI dive teams maintain constant
communication between divers and tenders to ensure pertinent
data is accurately recorded and to monitor the location of all
divers. Continuous safety training and education are priorities
in the AMEI diving regimen.
For inspections, AMEI’s engineering knowledge and
experience allow us to focus our attention on critical structural
conditions and enable us to guide our clients and help them
identify optimum solutions for their facilities.
AMEI’s PE divers participate in all levels of facility assessments
from inspection, to final design, to construction inspection
and support. In short, AMEI employs a specialized group
of trained professionals that meet our clients’ needs on any
marine facility project – the defining advantage of AMEI.

[projects at home]
Piscataqua Riverwalk - City of Portsmouth, NH
Gulf of Maine Research Institute - Portland, ME
Pease Development Authority - Division of Ports & Harbors, Market Street
Marine Terminal Concept Report - Portsmouth, NH
Pease Development Authority - Division of Ports & Harbors, Market Street
Terminal Security Upgrades - Portsmouth, NH
Portsmouth Naval Shipyard Marine Facilities - Kittery, ME
Sprague Energy Corporation River Road Marine Terminal Inspection &
Assessment - Newington, NH
U.S. Coast Guard Ram Island Lighthouse Rehabilitation - Boothbay Harbor, ME
Wentworth by the Sea Marina - New Castle, NH

On The Lighter Side
Taking A Break
AMEI engineers work hard and
play hard. There is no better
way to take a break than a
lunchtime foosball tournament
right in your own kitchen.

15 Rye Street, Suite 305
Pease International Tradeport
Portsmouth, NH 03801
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In the Community
At AMEI we are proud to not
only serve our clients but also
to serve our community. We
actively look for opportunities
that benefit our community. Our
recent involvement includes:
16th Annual Sprague Energy
Charity (SEC) Golf Tournament
at Wentworth by the Sea in
New Castle, NH to benefit
the
Muscular
Dystrophy
Association. Although not on
par with the PGA Masters,
we managed to hold our own.
As divers, we had a distinct
“advantage”
(and
proper
equipment for retrieving balls!)
at water hazards.
Prescott Park in Portsmouth,
NH. Working with the City of
Portsmouth and the Josie
F. Prescott Trust, AMEI is
contributing pro bono services
for the inspection, permitting,
and preparation of contract
documents to repair the park’s
quaywalls and embankments
along the tidal Piscataqua River.
These much needed repairs will
help maintain the park’s appeal
that has delighted visitors and
locals alike for many years.

AMEI Teams with Industry Leaders
Recently AMEI teamed with John Gaythwaite and GZA GeoEnvironmental to
present a lecture series based on Gaythwaite’s second edition of Design of Marine
Facilities for the Berthing, Mooring, and Repair of Vessels. The two-day lecture
series was developed to educate engineers of all backgrounds on the essentials
of waterfront engineering. As original contributors to the chapters relating to
marine facility inspections and rehabilitation, AMEI’s Bob Snover (President) and
Noah Elwood (Vice President) presented at the lecture series and continue to
collaborate with John and GZA to develop a national lecture series.
This collaboration underscores AMEI’s 15-year relationship with John working
with us as an in-house consultant. During that time, a wide variety of clients and
projects have benefited from the AMEI/Gaythwaite team. AMEI is proud and excited to have John’s expertise
as a valuable resource and look forward to future projects with him.

Employee News
We are excited to welcome several new members to the AMEI Team!
Wallace M. Mosher, P.E., Project Engineer/Diver, comes to AMEI with over eleven years of experience
in structural engineering. Wally earned both a BS and an MS in Civil Engineering at the University of
New Hampshire, and has a strong background in structural inspection, rehabilitation, specifications,
and design.
Diane M. Kearney, Executive Assistant, comes to us with a strong business background. She has an
Associates Degree in Business and has put her team-oriented talents to effective use at AMEI.
Joseph Griffin, EIT, Engineer/Diver and an AMEI intern for the past year, became a fulltime employee
in June. Joe graduated from the University of New Hampshire with a Bachelors of Science degree in
Civil Engineering.

